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Please note that the posts on The Blogs are contributed by third parties. The opinions, facts and any media content in them are presented solely by the authors, and neither The Times of Israel nor ...
A Jewish call to action: 10 ways to fight back
While “Baboon” offers a witty comment on our obsession with cars, the American artist Ed Ruscha offers an eerier vision of car ... Another enduring design in MoMA’s collection is the ...
When the World Went Crazy for Cars
CHAPTER 12 Editorial Vision and the Role of the Independent Publisher CHAPTER ... Oswald gunned down the thirty-fifth president of the United States, John F. Kennedy.

Few Texans seemed to give much ...

A History of the Book in America: Volume 5: The Enduring Book: Print Culture in Postwar America
It was the third such wave to flee into Tajikistan in just three days and the fifth in two weeks in an ... compound since the launch of Operation Enduring Freedom in 2001. It was also the site ...
The Taliban advance is accelerating
This exclusive photo essay by Laurian Ghinitoiu was originally commissioned for the fifth issue of LOBBY ... a beautifully fragile yet enduring construct, an unapologetic excuse, a desperate ...
Architecture News
Following and incorporating every aspect of Husain’s original plan for ‘Seeroo fi al ardh,’ Qatar Foundation (QF) ensured his vision came ... City reality, the enduring influence of his ...
QF documentary to celebrate inspirational artist MF Husain
They only released three singles — none of them major hits — and never made a full album, so don’t count on finding a deluxe CD or streaming edition ... than a sonic vision for her band ...
Goldie and the Gingerbreads Were One of Rock’s First All-Women Bands. Why Are They Still So Obscure?
“The PRC’s behavior stands in contrast to the United States’ adherence to international law and our vision for a free ... was a “unanimous and enduring decision” that “firmly rejected ...
Navy says Chinese military’s claim of driving destroyer out of South China Sea is ‘false’
In my opinion, the trick to the successes so far recorded can be found embedded in the vision, teams ... one for him to take full advantage of the fifth pillar of development, entertainment!
SANWO-OLU AND EXCELLENCE IN LEADERSHIP
Teresa Faiello was driving in Washington, D.C., rush hour traffic when “stars and blind spots” filled her vision ... headache disorders are also the fifth highest cause of disability among ...
‘I missed a lot of life.’ Migraine pain brings lives to a halt
He revisits other moments of national reckoning — the Civil War, the Great Depression, the civil rights movement — in search of a fifth and ... about America’s enduring class struggle ...
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After COVID-19 and Jan. 6, George Packer on the 'Last Best Hope' for an unwound country
Tokyo isn't just a futuristic city; it's the place that has shaped our vision of what the future will ... be straight out of "Blade Runner" or "The Fifth Element." But the space-age topography ...
Tokyo: City overview
That's Indy's plan for 2024 Olympic Trials 50 years ago:IU swimming assembled the greatest team ever — in any sport A fifth pillar has ... Young had a vision, Keller said, and pulled people ...
Why Indiana produces so many Olympic swimmers. 'This is just the beginning.'
Even while Britain was enduring a strict lockdown through a cold ... In 2019, Mr. Johnson sketched a vision for a “green industrial revolution” in Britain, pledging to ban the sale of most ...
Stress tests passed, banks are primed to pay shareholders.
Angela Wilkinson, Secretary General and CEO of World Energy Council, stressed, during the 54th edition of its signature ... The Council’s enduring mission is now articulated in terms of ...
Humanising energy is imperative: Expert
Responsible for some of rock ’n’ roll’s most enduring anthems including “Juke Box Hero,” “Feels Like The First Time,” “Double Vision ... Foreigner’s fifth album, Agent ...
Foreigner to perform at MontBleu
It too is enduring an identity crisis ... Shepard has also created a series of GIFs in conjunction with Night Vision, revealing in just a few seconds the beauty of 10 European heritage landmarks ...
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